[Bio-impedancemetry in the evaluation of body water balance and hemodynamics at laparoscopic operations in children].
Bio-impedancemetry, based on the ability of tissues to carry electric current, was used to evaluate the water balance in the bodies of children at laparoscopic surgical interventions. The clinical cause of 67 anesthesias in children, aged 5 to 14, operated by using the laparoscopic technique was analyzed. It was established, through assessing a combination of changes in the studied indices, that the application of the pneumoperitoneum is the most significant factor in the pathogenesis of occurring changes. The stage in question was accompanied by maximal changes in the studied parameters: an increase in the body impedance, a decrease in the limb impedance, reduced cardiac discharge and stroke volume, a reduced cardiac beat rate (CBR) and a high arterial pressure (AP). The position of a patient on the surgical plate was another important factor affecting the changes in the studied parameters. After a prolonged stay in Fovler's position led to an outflow of fluid from the lower limbs in children, which was confirmed by a limb reduced impedance. After the horizontal position was recovered, the impedance went up.